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apophthegmatic definition English definition dictionary Reverso n. pithy saying, 1550s, from Greek apophthegma
terse, pointed saying, literally something clearly spoken, from apophthengesthai to speak one s opinion plainly,
from apo- from (see apo-) + phthengesthai to utter. apophthegmatic Definition of apophthegmatic in English by
Oxford . apophthegmatic translation and definition in Tamil, related phrase, antonyms, synonyms, examples for
apophthegmatic. APOPHTHEGMATIC in Urdu . - Urdu English Dictionary Looking for definition of
Apophthegmatic? Apophthegmatic explanation. Define Apophthegmatic by Webster s Dictionary, WordNet Lexical
Database, Dictionary The Collectio Scorialensis Parva: an Alphabetical Collection of Old . Meaning of
apophthegmatic in English to Gujarati dictionary. Also know Synonym, Opposites, Thesaurus, Phrases, Proverbs,
Idioms of apophthegmatic in Learn how to say this word: Apophthegmatic - YouTube Apophthegmatic , Definition
and reference for word Apophthegmatic , Apophthegmatic Synonyms and Antonyms. Apophthegmatic Definition of
Apophthegmatic by Webster s Online . a short cryptic remark containing some general or generally accepted truth
maxim. Derived forms. apophthegmatic or apothegmatic (?æp?????mæt?k ) Word origin of apophthegm C16: from
Greek apophthegma, from apophthengesthai to speak one s opinion frankly, from phthengesthai to speak. New
Theatre in Francophone and Anglophone Africa: A Selection of . - Google Books Result apophthegmatic definition,
meaning, English dictionary, synonym, see also apothegmatic ,apophthegm ,apothegm ,apothem , Reverso
dictionary, English . Apophthegm definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary English[edit]. Adjective[edit].
apophthegmatic (comparative more apophthegmatic, superlative most apophthegmatic). Alternative form of
apothegmatic. Words Apophthegmatic and Gnomic are semantically related or . Synonyms for the word
Apophthegmatic, all found — 5, antonyms — 0. Definition of «Apophthegmatic». All the words are sorted
alphabetically. Apophthegmatic ????? ???? www.urduenglishdictionary.org/English /APOPHTHEGMATIC.aspx?
apophthegmatic??????? - ???? Weblio?? www.urduenglishdictionary.org/English /APOPHTHEGMATIC.aspx?
Words Apophthegmatic and Synoptic are semantically related or . It is, in fact, itself a part of the apophthegmatic
literature. The so-called vitae, and especially the reports of visits, that is the second source, are actually framed
Tra t? apophthegmatic - T? ?i?n Anh Vi?t - English Vietnamese . Adjective: apophthegmatic ,a-pu,dheg ma-tik.
Usage: Brit, Cdn (US: apothegmatic). Terse and witty and like a maxim much given to apophthegmatic instruction
dict.cc dictionary :: apophthegmatic :: English-German translation Translation for apophthegmatic in the free
English-Chinese dictionary and many other Chinese translations. What does apophthegmatic mean?
apophthegmatic??????? ??:?Wiktionary? (2015/09/18 13:13 UTC ?)???apophthegmatic (comparative more
apophthegmatic, superla. - ?1080? 30 Apophthegmatic Synonyms in Apophthegmatic Thesaurus Define
Apophthegmatic. Apophthegmatic synonyms, Apophthegmatic pronunciation, Apophthegmatic translation, English
dictionary definition of apophthegmatic - Meaning in English to Gujarati Dictionary . ???3 ???[Apophthegmatic]
???(????????????????) ??(1): pydict data . Apophthegmatic /Ap`oph*theg*matic/, Apophthegmatical
APOPHTHEGMATIC - Definition and synonyms of apophthegmatic . Definition of apophthegmatic in the
Definitions.net dictionary. Information and translations of apophthegmatic in the most comprehensive dictionary
definitions Apophthegm Define Apophthegm at Dictionary.com The sutra states the doctrine in a apophthegmatic
form the bhasya is a commentary on it and the vartika is an elucidation of the commentary. Apophthegmatic definition of Apophthegmatic by The Free Dictionary How are the words Apophthegmatic and Synoptic related?
Apophthegmatic and Synoptic are synonymous, and they have mutual synonyms. ???? apophthegmatic - ???????
?????? ?????? Apophthegmatic scenes in the Old Icelandic Sagas 29 May 2018 . The Collectio Scorialensis Parva:
an Alphabetical Collection of Old Apophthegmatic and Hagiographic Material. Dahlman, Britt LU (2011)
Apophthegm definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary Drumming, dancing, apophthegmatic speech Story
of the Not-l Bird (epic poetry, drumming, dancing) Dressing of Elesin (iconographic, singing, dancing) .
Apophthegmatic — synonyms, definition ?????? - ???? ???? apophthegmatic. apophthegmatic. ????
apophthegmatic ?? ???????? ???? apophthegmatic ?? ???????. ???? ????. ??????? ??? ??????
apophthegmatic - English to Tamil Meaning Tamil lexicon Dictionary Of potential paremiological interest, though, is
a structural variation producing what Clover calls the apophthegmatic scene, a term borrowed from the language .
How to pronounce Apophthegmatic - YouTube apophthegmatic = apophthegmatic tính t? (thu?c) cách ngôn có tính
ch?t cách ngôn /,æpou?eg mætik/ tính t? (thu?c) cách ngôn có tính ch?t cách ngôn. Apophthegmatic synonyms,
Apophthegmatic antonyms . ?Synonyms for Apophthegmatic in Free Thesaurus. Antonyms for Apophthegmatic. 2
synonyms for apophthegm: aphorism, apothegm. What are synonyms for Apophthegmatic Definition and more for
Apophthegmatic - iJunoon Apophthegmatic synonyms. Top synonym for apophthegmatic (other word for
apophthegmatic) is epigrammatic. apophthegmatic - Chinese translation - bab.la English-Chinese How are the
words Apophthegmatic and Gnomic related? Apophthegmatic and Gnomic are synonymous, and they have mutual
synonyms. Critica, Classica, Ascetica, Liturgica - Google Books Result «Apophthegmatic» Meaning of
apophthegmatic in the English dictionary with examples of use. Synonyms for apophthegmatic and translation of
apophthegmatic apophthegmatic - Wiktionary 6 Nov 2016 - 21 sec - Uploaded by The Butler SaysLearn with the
Butler how to pronounce every word in this world. Check what else you can find on ?APOPHTHEGMATIC in Urdu .
- Urdu English Dictionary dict.cc English-German Dictionary: Translation for apophthegmatic. apophthegmaticWordWeb dictionary definition 15 Jan 2017 - 26 sec - Uploaded by How to pronounceThis is a satire channel. This
is a satire channel. How to pronounce the word Apophthegmatic

